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About This Game

Once upon a time, in a small, unremarkable village, there was a timid little boy who didn't have any friends. One day, while
playing alone in his bedroom, he was rudely interrupted by a family of dirty rats. Chasing them out of his room, the little boy
suddenly found himself lost in a vast, mysterious forest, where he happened upon a magical crown that imbued him with the

power to command. The little boy -- with his newfound companions Liam, Verde, and Howser the Bull Knight at his side -- has
(rather surprisingly) become the leader of the small, down-on-its-luck kingdom of Alpoko.

With his newfound powers of persuasion, the little boy began working to raise Alpoko from the depths of obscurity and poverty
into the dizzying heights of absolute power and prosperity. With Howser offering effective advice and unrestrained ambition,
and the citizens of Alpoko sharing his grandiose plans (whether they want to or not), the little boy marches ever onward to his

ultimate goal of World Domination!

Initially released for Wii to rave reviews, this cult classic real-time strategy game juxtaposes cutesy fairytale visuals with some
decidedly adult cynicism for a zany, irreverent adventure to build, enhance, and maintain a mystical, magical kingdom. Making
its way to PC for the first time, this edition of the game remains faithful to the Wii original, but brings all its charming, sassy

fun to a new audience. Can you keep Alpoko safe from the Onii and help our little hero become king of the whole world?

Key Features:

Play an enhanced HD port of the fan-favorite Wii version of the game, with all the original storybook-style art, content,
and gameplay present and accounted for.
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Play in English, French, Italian, German, or Spanish, to ensure that most of the Western world can understand your
claim over their land (Note: Game also contains Japanese text, but in order for the Japanese text to display properly the
Windows OS must be set to Japanese).

Have your loyal subjects dig for treasure, erect buildings, and break obstacles to access new areas -- all in the name of
bettering your kingdom.

Interact with unique NPCs who have individual likes, dislikes, and personal memories which evolve based on their daily
experiences.

Take a variety of quests to help increase your reputation and further the noble name of Alpoko.

Unite the surrounding rival kingdoms under your flag to become the best monarch in all the land (and ultimately, the one
who rules over all the land!).
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Title: Little King's Story
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Marvelous, Inc.
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc., Marvelous
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 450

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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I always loved Qix and the many simular ones, so I was bound love it. I wouldn't call it a reverse tower defense tho. But let's
leave it at that. Now about the game itself. The grafix are good if you like that style. I do admit it is rather adorable. A 30 level
addictive challenge. I find this casual game highly enjoyable. If you played the first one than you can consider Fortix 2 the
improved version. The gameplay stays the same, just like most levels. If you prefer the retro look then this one is nothing for
you!. Game has some serious balance issues, as you can race a perfect race, hit every short cut, have the best jet in the game,
and even have the difficulty on easy and still lose the race. Not recommended until they balance out the difficutly more. As it is,
you can only win some of the late game races by a prayer to the RNG goddess.. Cosmic Sugar is a beautiful experience. Just
relax, take your time and play around with the great physics engine.

Sleep deprevation and or substance abuse will make this experience infinetely better.

ps if the developer reads this please keep being you and making such things. Great mod, really challenging at times. Some
puzzles can be harder than the original game's puzzles.
Definitely worth your time if you liked Portal.. sick nasty as  frick . I don't recall when I got this game, in all honesty. I think it
was in a bundle of some kind. But I got reminded of its existence through a weird set of events and wanted to give it another go.

The tutorial is alright - it tells you how things work, which is quite essential for something like this, and the playing field on
which you experience things lets you mess around with things for the sake of practice. I came away from the tutorial with a
vague sense of how to play - run into basic enemies, shoot flowers and bullets. The gameplay is rather interesting, with a neat
premise that can prove rewarding if you can put the time into it.

The main issue I have is that the entire game's aesthetic is a god damn mess. Visuals are psychedelic, which might be some
folks' cup of tea, but I found myself dying more often than not due to one of the things I was meant to shoot getting lost in the
overwhelming visuals. And this is coming from someone who can play Beat Hazard on Suicidal. The audio makes me think I'm
shooting up some bizarre children's toy that communicates in barnyard animal calls, random phone noises, and the occasional
phrase repeated to the point of annoyance. Not to mention the weird kid at the start screen reading out numbers in Welsh. The
text of the game is just as "wacky" and "random", with references to older games dotted around, intentional misspellings, and
the word "goat" being shoved into other words for seemingly no reason.

There's certainly a good game to be had from this, but the nonsensical art direction and reliance on random humour can easily
grate if you aren't into that sort of thing. After ten levels (which I understand is less than a tenth of the actual game) I had to turn
the game off for fear of giving myself a migraine. It's got a niche appeal, and unfortunately it's not for me.. Well made game!. i
love how you can have pets makes game even more fun
each pet dose diffrent task
so it helps out
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Not quite a Marlow Briggs or Bad Rats but almost as good.. Great graphics, stellar music, a retro, whimsical feel, good story
with a nice message, fun characters...I don't have anything but good to say about Tick Tock Isle. Trading cards are the cherry on
top. It'll last you probably about an hour and a half to two hours, making it well worth the money. Pick it up and sit back for a
trip back in time - both in-game, and otherwise. It's just a great, clean, fun, retro game.. Hardware: Windows 8.1 with AMD
7970. Ran well.

I recommend you read the earliest reviews for a good overview of what the game is like.

Gameplay involves skulking around a small South American village at night with your camera, taking pictures.The atmosphere
of the town and its strangely creepy residents reminded me of an old Cyberflix classic, DUST: A Tale of the Wired West,
though it doesn't have nearly as much content. Still, I enjoyed the skulking.

Worth a couple of bucks for the somewhat unusual experience, though you should be tolerant of walking simulators.. ARENA
3D is such an addicting and beautiful game. Ever since it came out on game jolt I was so hyped when it was announced on
Steam Greenlight. Now it has even more content then it used to. The game is fun and overall amazing, Mike thank you for
creating this game.. I'm voting this down just because there are literally no people online and I'm forced to play alone. Which is
boring as hell. Please advertise this game more.

I see I'm getting a lot of downvotes here so I'll explain more. I only got to play the single player portion of the game and from
what I've played, it SUCKS. For all I know, the multiplayer portion is amazing but I don't since there are no people online.
Either remove the single player or get some more people to play the game.. This game
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and i'm gladly getting a refund. I'll have my 59 cents back, thank you very
much.

Edit: The volume was extraordinarily loud, there isn't even a volume setting. The settings are overall poor. That annoyed me to
the point, where I didn't feel like the developer of this game deserves my money already.
Adding to that I expected a game, that needs me to apply calculus (don't know where I got that idea). Instead I got cryptic riddly
language puzzles, I didn't find myself wanting to spend time on... Great game, fun and simple! Rounds don't take too long, they
won't keep you trapped to your computer unless you play several successive rounds in a row like i did

I promised myself I would just play the free version................. SO i dropped that 15$ real fast and got the full version with
more characters to play and things to customize my bear with, which was pretty rad. The maps are fun and creative, the voice
acting for the characters was on point.

The only thing I would have to criticize is the frequent disconnects. I needed to manually go in and verify my local files to fix
the problem that... still arises fairly often. I hope they fix the issue eventually.

Other than that I hope they continue to add more content!. Happy I got this in a bundle and didn't pay full price, because when i
saw the $20 sticker price, I flipped. I wouldn't pay $5 for this. Go get Euro truck Simulator before you buy this garbage.
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